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Abstract. Let p be a rational prime. Let F be a totally real
number field which is unramified over p. In this paper, we develop
a theory of canonical subgroups for Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian
varieties with OF -actions, in which they are related with Hodge-
Tate maps if the β-Hodge height is less than (p − 1)/pn for every
embedding β : F → Q̄p.
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1. Introduction

Let p be a rational prime. Let K be a complete discrete valuation
field of mixed characteristic (0, p) with residue field k and K̄ an alge-
braic closure of K. Let A be an abelian scheme of relative dimension
g over the integer ring OK of K. Let n be a positive integer. If A has
ordinary reduction, then the unit component A[pn]0 of the pn-torsion
subgroup scheme A[pn] is finite and flat of rank png over OK and its
reduction A[pn]0 × Spec(OK/pOK) is equal to the kernel of the n-th
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iterated Frobenius map of A× Spec(OK/pOK). The theory of canoni-
cal subgroups asserts that, if A is sufficiently close to having ordinary
reduction, then a similar subgroup scheme Cn of A exists even for the
case of non-ordinary reduction and that Cn has distinguished properties
compared to other subgroup schemes of A[pn]. The subgroup scheme Cn
is called the canonical subgroup of A of level n. We can make explicit
how close A should be to abelian varieties with ordinary reduction in
order to have the canonical subgroup, in terms of the Hodge height
Hdg(A). It is an element of Q∩ [0, 1] such that Hdg(A) = 0 if and only
if A has ordinary reduction.

This theory is a powerful tool to study overconvergent p-adic modular
forms and the Hecke operator Up at p acting on them. For example, the
theory tells us that, for any non-canonical subgroup D of A, the abelian
scheme A/D is closer to having ordinary reduction than A. From this
we can show that Up is a compact operator and thus has a rich spectral
theory. Furthermore, it is shown that we can control the cokernel
of the Hodge-Tate map of the Cartier dual C∨n which relates C∨n (K̄)
with the module ωCn of invariant differentials. This property leads
to the construction of sheaves of overconvergent Siegel and Hilbert
modular forms and their eigenvarieties, which is due to Andreatta-
Iovita-Pilloni [AIP, AIP2]. The sheaves of overconvergent modular
forms of Andreatta-Iovita-Pilloni are defined on the loci in modular
varieties classifying abelian varieties A with additional structures where
A has the canonical subgroup of some level.

On the other hand, it has been actively studied how overconvergent
modular forms are analytically continued over modular varieties (for
example, [BuC, BuT, Kas1, Kas2, KST, Pil, Sas, Tia]). Especially,
Buzzard-Calegari [BuC] proved that, for the case of 1-analytic weights
where weights are sufficiently close to classical ones, any overconver-
gent elliptic eigenform of finite slope (namely, eigenform with non-zero
Up-eigenvalue) can be analytically continued to the locus on a modular
curve where elliptic curves have Hodge heights no more than 1/(p+1),
while any non-zero overconvergent elliptic eigenform of infinite slope
(namely, eigenform killed by Up) cannot. This clear distinction between
extension of overconvergent eigenforms of finite and infinite slopes en-
abled them to prove a properness of the Coleman-Mazur eigencurve for
some cases.

In order to carry out a similar study of extension properties for over-
convergent Hilbert modular forms, what we need is a theory of canoni-
cal subgroups for Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian varieties (HBAV’s) satis-
fying the following two requirements: First, we need to relate canonical
subgroups with Hodge-Tate maps, in order to make them yield sheaves
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of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms. Second, we need to have a
sufficiently large existence locus for canonical subgroups, in order to in-
vestigate extension properties of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms
far away from the ordinary locus.

Let F be a totally real number field which is unramified over p, OF

its ring of integers and fp its residue degree at a prime ideal p dividing
p. We denote by Fp the completion of F at p. Let BF be the set
of embeddings F → K̄ and Bp the subset consisting of embeddings
factoring through Fp. For any HBAV A over OK with OF -action, the
Hodge height Hdg(A) is decomposed as the truncated sum

Hdg(A) = min{
∑
β∈BF

Hdgβ(A), 1}

of more precise invariants Hdgβ(A), the β-Hodge heights, for each em-

bedding β : F → K̄. Goren-Kassaei [GK] established the theory of
canonical subgroups of any level, using the geometry of Hilbert modu-
lar varieties over a field of characteristic p. In their theory, the existence
locus of canonical subgroups is described in terms of Hdgβ(A) and much
larger than what we can obtain by using Hdg(A) or

Hdgp(A) = min{
∑
β∈Bp

Hdgβ(A), 1}.

However, the relation of their canonical subgroups with Hodge-Tate
maps had been known only for the locus of Hdgp(A) < 1/2 for all p | p
with p ̸= 2 by comparing with canonical subgroups of Fargues [Far],
and thus sheaves of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms of p-adic
weights [AIP2] had been defined only on this small locus. This causes
a constraint on the study of analytic continuation of overconvergent
Hilbert modular forms: for example, it is only for p > max{2fp − 1 |
p | p} that overconvergent Hilbert modular forms of p-adic weights are
defined on the locus where Hdgβ(A) = 1/(p+ 1) holds for all β, and a
similar study of extension properties to [BuC] would be possible only
for a sufficiently large p so far.

In this paper, we present a theory of canonical subgroups controlled
by β-Hodge heights and satisfying the above two requirements, which
is used in the author’s work on a properness of the Hilbert eigenvariety
at integral weights [Hat4]. To state the main theorem, we fix some
notation. Let vp be the additive valuation on K normalized as vp(p) =
1. For any non-negative real number i, we put

m⩾i
K = {x ∈ OK | vp(x) ≥ i}, OK,i = OK/m

⩾i
K , Si = Spec(OK,i).
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For any extension L/K of valuation fields, we consider the valuation on
L extending vp and define m⩾i

L , OL,i and SL,i = Spec(OL,i) similarly.
Let L̄ be an algebraic closure of L. For any finite flat group scheme
G over OL with Cartier dual G∨, we denote the Hodge-Tate map for
G by HTG : G(OL̄) → ωG∨ ⊗OL

OL̄ (see §2 for the definition) and
define the i-th Hodge-Tate map HTG,i : G(OL̄)→ ωG∨ ⊗OL

OL̄,i as the
composite of HTG and the natural reduction map. We denote the i-th
lower ramification subgroup of G by Gi. By definition, it is the scheme-
theoretic closure in G of Ker(G(OL̄) → G(OL̄,i)). Let σ be the p-th
power Frobenius map σ on the residue field of K, which naturally acts
on BF and Bp. Then the main theorem of this paper is the following.

Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 8.1). Let L/K be a finite extension in K̄. Let
c be a non-zero fractional ideal of F . Let A be a HBAV over OL with
OF -action and c-polarization. Put wβ = Hdgβ(A) and w = max{wβ |
β ∈ BF}. Suppose that

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < p2−n

holds for all β ∈ BF .
If the residue field k is perfect, then there exists a finite flat closed

OF -subgroup scheme Cn(A) of A[pn] over OL such that the OF/p
nOF -

module Cn(A)(OK̄) is free of rank one and Cn(A)×SL,1−pn−1w is equal
to the kernel of the n-th iterated Frobenius map of A × SL,1−pn−1w.
We call Cn(A) the canonical subgroup of A of level n. Put b = n −
w(pn − 1)/(p − 1). If w < (p − 1)/pn, then Cn = Cn(A) also satisfies
the following (among others).

• Cn(OK̄) coincides with Ker(HTA[pn],i) for any rational number i
satisfying

n− 1 +
w

p− 1
< i ≤ b.

• Cn = A[pn]i for any rational number i satisfying

1

pn(p− 1)
≤ i ≤ 1

pn−1(p− 1)
− w

p− 1
.

• For any i ∈ vp(OL) satisfying i ≤ b, the natural map

ωA ⊗OL
OL,i → ωCn ⊗OL

OL,i

is an isomorphism.
• The cokernel of the map

HTC∨
n
⊗ 1 : C∨n (OK̄)⊗OK̄ → ωCn ⊗OL

OK̄

is killed by m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
.
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Moreover, for the case where k is imperfect, the same statements hold
if w < (p− 1)/pn.

Weights for overconvergent Hilbert modular forms are p-adic contin-
uous characters of (OF ⊗ Zp)

×, and we say that a weight is n-analytic
if its restriction to 1 + pn(OF ⊗ Zp) is analytic (see [AIP2, §2]). Us-
ing Theorem 1.1, we can enlarge the domain of definition of sheaves of
overconvergent Hilbert modular forms of n-analytic weights to the locus
where Hdgβ(A) < (p− 1)/pn holds for all β [Hat4], which in particular
enables us, for the 1-analytic case, to study extension of overconvergent
Hilbert modular forms to the locus of Hdgβ(A) = 1/(p + 1) for all β
even if p is small.

Our approach to construct canonical subgroups is (reducing to the
case where k is perfect and) using the Breuil-Kisin classification of finite
flat group schemes over OK [Bre, Kis, Kim, Lau, Liu2]. For a HBAV A
over OK , the group scheme A[pn] is decomposed as A[pn] =

⊕
p|pA[p

n],
where the direct sum is taken over the set of prime ideals p of OF

dividing p. Each A[pn] is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group with an
action of Zpf for f = fp and the OK,n⊗Zpf -module ωA[pn] is free of rank
one. Moreover, A[pn] is also endowed with a structure of alternating
self-duality coming from the polarization of A. We refer to such a
group scheme as a Zpf -alternating self-dual truncated Barsotti-Tate
Zpf -group or a Zpf -ADBTn.

For the p-torsion case, Tian [Tia] constructed the canonical subgroup
of a Zpf -ADBT1 of level one, following the idea of the author [Hat2]
for the Siegel case. We can also construct the canonical subgroup of
level n for a Zpf -ADBTn by a standard induction as in [Far, GK], and
obtain the canonical subgroup Cn(A) of A as the direct sum of canon-
ical subgroups of A[pn]’s. The main contribution of this paper is to
show that canonical subgroups obtained in this way are related with
Hodge-Tate maps and equal to lower ramification subgroups. The coin-
cidence with lower ramification subgroups produces a larger existence
locus of a family of canonical subgroups in the Hilbert modular variety
via [Hat3, Lemma 5.6], and thus those of sheaves of overconvergent
Hilbert modular forms, than the other approaches in the literature. To
show this coincidence, the author’s description of lower ramification
subgroups via the Breuil-Kisin classification [Hat3, Theorem 1.1 and
Corollary 3.3] is crucially used. Note that the use of lower ramification
subgroups in the theory of canonical subgroups had already appeared
in the classical case of elliptic curves [Kat, Theorem 3.10.7].

As a byproduct of our construction of canonical subgroups, we also
study the variation of β-Hodge heights by the Up-correspondence for
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Zpf -ADBTn’s of β-Hodge heights p/(p + 1) for the case of f ≤ 2
(Proposition 6.1), which is one of the key ingredients for generalizing
Buzzard-Calegari’s extension property mentioned above to overconver-
gent Hilbert modular forms [Hat4].

This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we recall the Breuil-Kisin
classification of finite flat group schemes and its relation with invariants
on the side of differentials such as the degree, the Hodge height and
Hodge-Tate maps. These invariants and the Breuil-Kisin module asso-
ciated to a finite flat group scheme with Zpf -action are decomposed by
the action of Zpf , which are studied in §3. In §4, we prove various prop-
erties of Tian’s canonical subgroup of level one using the Breuil-Kisin
classification. In §5, we generalize Goren-Kassaei’s theory of variation
of β-Hodge heights and β-degrees of HBAV’s by isogenies [GK, §5] to
the case of Zpf -ADBTn’s. Using these results, canonical subgroups
of Zpf -ADBTn’s and HBAV’s are constructed and studied in §7 and
§8, respectively. §6 is devoted to studying the Up-correspondence for
Zpf -ADBTn’s of β-Hodge heights p/(p+ 1).

Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank the anonymous
referee for helpful comments, which improved the presentation of the
article.

2. Breuil-Kisin modules

Let K be as in §1 and suppose that the residue field k is perfect
until §5. Let e be the absolute ramification index of K and W = W (k)
the Witt ring of k. Put Wn = W/pnW . We denote by σ both the
p-th power Frobenius map on k and its natural lift on W . Let π be a
uniformizer of K. Let vp be the additive valuation on K normalized as
vp(p) = 1. For any non-negative real number i and any extension L/K
of valuation fields, we put m⩾i

K , OK,i, Si, m
⩾i
L , OL,i and SL,i as in §1.

For any element x ∈ OL,1, we define the truncated valuation vp(x) by

vp(x) = min{vp(x̂), 1}
with any lift x̂ ∈ OL of x. Let us fix an algebraic closure K̄ of K and
extend vp naturally to K̄. Put GK = Gal(K̄/K). We fix a system
(πn)n≥0 of p-power roots of π in K̄ such that π0 = π and πp

n+1 = πn for
any n. Put K∞ =

∪
n≥0K(πn) and GK∞ = Gal(K̄/K∞).

Let E(u) ∈ W [u] be the monic Eisenstein polynomial for π and set
c0 = p−1E(0) ∈ W×. Put S = W [[u]] and Sn = S/pnS. The ring
S1 = k[[u]] is a complete discrete valuation ring with additive valuation
vu normalized as vu(u) = 1. We also denote by φ the σ-semilinear
continuous ring homomorphism φ : S→ S defined by u 7→ up.
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An S-module M is said to be a Breuil-Kisin module (of E-height
≤ 1) ifM is a finitely generatedS-module equipped with a φ-semilinear
map φM : M→M such that the cokernel of the linearization

1⊗ φM : φ∗M = S⊗φ,S M→M

is killed by E(u). We refer to φM as the Frobenius map of the Breuil-
Kisin module M and often write as φ abusively. A morphism of Breuil-
Kisin modules is defined as anS-linear map compatible with Frobenius
maps. Let

Mod1,φ
/S1

be the category of Breuil-Kisin modules M such that the underlying
S-module M is free of finite rank over S1. We denote by

Mod1,φ
/S∞

the category of Breuil-Kisin modules M such that the underlying S-
module M is finitely generated, p-power torsion and u-torsion free.

The category Mod1,φ
/S∞

admits a natural notion of duality, which is

denoted by M 7→ M∨ [Liu1, Proposition 3.1.7]. Here we give its ex-
plicit definition for the full subcategory Mod1,φ

/S1
. For any object M of

Mod1,φ
/S1

, let e1, . . . , eh be its basis. Write as

φM(e1, . . . , eh) = (e1, . . . , eh)A

with some A ∈ Mh(S1). Consider its dual M
∨ = HomS1(M,S1) with

the dual basis e∨1 , . . . , e
∨
h . We give M∨ a structure of a Breuil-Kisin

module by

φM∨(e∨1 , . . . , e
∨
h) = (e∨1 , . . . , e

∨
h)

(
E(u)

c0

)
tA−1,

which is independent of the choice of a basis.
Consider the inverse limit ring

R = lim←−
n≥0

(OK̄,1 ← OK̄,1 ← · · · ),

where every transition map is the p-th power Frobenius map. The
absolute Galois group GK acts on R via the natural action on each
entry. We define an element π of R by

π = (π0, π1, . . .).

The ring R is a complete valuation ring of characteristic p with alge-
braically closed fraction field, and we normalize the additive valuation
vR on R by vR(π) = 1/e. We define m⩾i

R and Ri = R/m⩾i
R as before,

using vR. We consider the Witt ringW (R) as an S-algebra by the con-
tinuous W -linear map defined by u 7→ [π]. Then we have the following
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classification of finite flat group schemes over OK [Bre, Kis, Kim, Lau,
Liu2].

Theorem 2.1. (1) There exists an exact anti-equivalence

G 7→M∗(G)
from the category of finite flat group schemes over OK killed
by some p-power to the category Mod1,φ

/S∞
. If G is a truncated

Barsotti-Tate group of level n over OK, then the S-module
M∗(G) is free over Sn.

(2) Let n be a positive integer satisfying pnG = 0. Then there exists
a natural isomorphism of GK∞-modules

G(OK̄)→ HomS,φ(M
∗(G),Wn(R)).

Moreover, we have lgZp
(G(OK̄)) = lgS(M

∗(G)).
(3) Let G∨ be the Cartier dual of G. Then there exists a natural iso-

morphism M∗(G∨)→M∗(G)∨ which, combined with the natural
isomorphism of (2), identifies the pairing of Cartier duality

⟨−,−⟩G : G(OK̄)× G∨(OK̄)→ µpn(OK̄)

with the natural perfect pairing

HomS,φ(M
∗(G),Wn(R))× HomS,φ(M

∗(G)∨,Wn(R))→ Wn(R).

(4) For any non-negative rational number i ≤ 1, there exists an
ideal In,i of Wn(R) such that the isomorphism of (2) induces an
isomorphism

Gi(OK̄) ≃ HomS,φ(M
∗(G), In,i).

Moreover, we have I1,i = m⩾i
R .

Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) are contained in [Kim, Corollary 4.3]:
the assertion on truncated Barsotti-Tate groups of level n over OK

follows from the fact that they are pn-torsion parts of p-divisible groups
[Ill, Théorème 4.4 (e)], and the equality on the length follows from the
natural isomorphism of (2). The assertion (3) follows from a similar
assertion on p-divisible groups [Kim, §5.1] and a dévissage argument
as in [Hat1, Proposition 4.4]. The assertion (4) is [Hat3, Theorem 1.1
and Corollary 3.3]. □

Next we recall, for any extension L/K of complete valuation fields,
the definitions of invariants associated to a finite flat group scheme G
over OL which is killed by pn with some positive integer n. For any
finitely presented torsion OL-module M , write as M ≃

⊕
iOL/(ai)

with some ai ∈ OL and put deg(M) =
∑

i vp(ai). Since G is finitely
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presented over OL, the module ωG of invariant differentials of G is a
finitely presented OL-module. We put

deg(G) = deg(ωG)

and refer to it as the degree of G.
Let L̄ be an algebraic closure of L. Note that any element x ∈ G(OL̄)

defines a homomorphism

x : G∨ ×OL
Spec(OL̄)→ Gm ×OL

Spec(OL̄)

by Cartier duality. We define the Hodge-Tate map by

HTG : G(OL̄)→ ωG∨ ⊗OL
OL̄, x 7→ x∗

dT

T

and, for any positive rational number i, the i-th Hodge-Tate map by
the composite

HTG,i : G(OL̄)
HTG→ ωG∨ ⊗OL

OL̄ → ωG∨ ⊗OL
OL̄,i

of HTG and the reduction map. We also denote them by HT and HTi.
Suppose that G is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level n, height

h and dimension d over OL. Consider the p-torsion part G[p]. Note
that the Lie algebra Lie(G∨[p] × SL,1) is a free OL,1-module of rank
h − d. The Verschiebung of G∨[p] × SL,1 induces a map on the Lie
algebra

Lie(VG∨[p]×SL,1
) : Lie(G∨[p]×SL,1)

(p) → Lie(G∨[p]×SL,1).

The truncated valuation for vp of the determinant of a representing
matrix of this map is independent of the choice of a basis of the Lie
algebra, which we call the Hodge height of G and denote by

Hdg(G).

Finally, for any truncated Barsotti-Tate group G of level one over OK

and any element i of e−1Z≥0, the quotient M
∗(G)i = M∗(G)/ueiM∗(G)

has a natural structure of a φ-module induced by φM. We put

Fil1M∗(G)i = Im(1⊗ φ : φ∗M∗(G)i →M∗(G)i).

It also has a natural structure of a φ-module induced by φM. By the
isomorphisms of k-algebras S1/(u

e) → OK,1 defined by u 7→ π and
Ri → OK̄,i defined by the zeroth projection pr0 for i ≤ 1, we identify
both sides. For any x ∈ S1/(u

e), we define the truncated valuation
vu(x) by vu(x) = min{vu(x̂), e} with any lift x̂ ∈ S1 of x. Then these
invariants of G on the side of differentials can be read off from the
associated Breuil-Kisin module, as follows.
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Proposition 2.2. (1) For any finite flat group scheme G over OK

killed by p, there exists a natural isomorphism

M∗(G)/(1⊗ φM∗(G))(φ
∗M∗(G))→ ωG

and we have

deg(G) = e−1vu(det(φM∗(G))).

(2) Suppose that G is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level one.
Then we have a natural isomorphism

Lie(G∨ ×S1)→ Fil1M∗(G)1.

The OK,1-module Fil1M∗(G)1 is a direct summand of M∗(G)1
of rank h − d. Moreover, we have the equality of truncated
valuations

Hdg(G) = e−1vu(det(φFil1M∗(G)1)).

(3) Suppose that G is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level one.
For any positive rational number i ≤ 1, the i-th Hodge-Tate
map HTG,i coincides with the composite

G(OK̄)→ HomS,φ(M
∗(G), R)→ HomS(Fil

1M∗(G)1, Ri)

≃ HomOK
(Lie(G∨ ×S1),OK̄,i) ≃ ωG∨ ⊗OK

OK̄,i.

Proof. The first isomorphism is shown in [Tia, Proposition 3.2] and
the others are in [Hat2, §2.3]. Note that though [Hat2] assumes p > 2,
the same proof remains valid also for p = 2 by using [Kim] instead of
[Kis]. □

3. Zpf -groups

Let f be a positive integer. We assume that the residue field k of
K is perfect and contains the finite field Fpf . Let Bf be the set of
embeddings of Fpf into k. We denote the unramified extension of Qp

of degree f by Qpf and its ring of integers by Zpf . Any β ∈ Bf has the
canonical lifts Zpf → OK and Qpf → K, which we also denote by β.
Then any W ⊗ Zpf -module M is decomposed as

M =
⊕
β∈Bf

Mβ

according with the decomposition W ⊗ Zpf ≃
∏

β∈Bf
W .

Let L/K be any extension of complete valuation fields and L̄ an
algebraic closure of L. A group scheme G over OL is said to be a Zpf -
group if it is equipped with an action of the ring Zpf . Then we have
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the decompositions

ωG =
⊕
β∈Bf

ωG,β, Lie(G ×SL,n) =
⊕
β∈Bf

Lie(G ×SL,n)β.

When G is finite and flat over OL, we define the β-degree of G by

degβ(G) = deg(ωG,β).

We have deg(G) =
∑

β∈Bf
degβ(G). Moreover, for any exact sequence

of finite flat Zpf -groups over OL

0 // G ′ // G // G ′′ // 0,

the equality degβ(G) = degβ(G ′) + degβ(G ′′) holds.
Let n be a positive integer. A Zpf -group G over OL is said to be

a truncated Barsotti-Tate Zpf -group of level n if G is a truncated
Barsotti-Tate group of level n, height 2f and dimension f such that
ωG is a free OL,n ⊗ Zpf -module of rank one. Note that for such G, we
have degβ(G) = n.

Definition 3.1. We say that a truncated Barsotti-Tate Zpf -group G of
level n is Zpf -alternating self-dual if it is equipped with an isomorphism
of Zpf -groups i : G ≃ G∨ over OL such that the perfect pairing defined
via Cartier duality

G(OL̄)× G(OL̄)
1×i→ G(OL̄)× G∨(OL̄)

⟨−,−⟩G→ µpn(OL̄)

satisfies ⟨x, i(ax)⟩G = 1 for any x ∈ G(OL̄) and a ∈ Zpf . In this case,
we also say that the isomorphism i is Zpf -alternating. We abbreviate
Zpf -alternating self-dual truncated Barsotti-Tate Zpf -group of level n
as

Zpf -ADBTn.

Note that the above map i is skew-symmetric: namely, we have the
commutative diagram

G i //

can.
��

G∨

−1
��

G∨∨
i∨

// G∨.

For p ̸= 2, an isomorphism of Zpf -groups i : G ≃ G∨ is Zpf -alternating
if and only if it is skew-symmetric.

For a Zpf -ADBTn G over OL, the OL,n ⊗ Zpf -modules

ωG, Lie(G ×SL,n), ωG∨ , Lie(G∨ ×SL,n)
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are all free of rank one. Moreover, the action of the Verschiebung on
Lie(VG∨[p]×SL,1

) can be written as the direct sum of σ-semilinear maps

Lie(VG∨[p]×SL,1
)β : Lie(G∨[p]×SL,1)σ−1◦β → Lie(G∨[p]×SL,1)β.

Note that both sides are freeOL,1-modules of rank one, and by choosing
their bases, this map is identified with the multiplication by an element
aβ ∈ OL,1. We define the β-Hodge height Hdgβ(G) of G as the truncated
valuation of aβ, namely

Hdgβ(G) = vp(aβ),

which is independent of the choice of bases. From the diagram in the
proof of [Far, Proposition 2] and [Con, Lemma 2.3.7], we obtain the
equality

Hdgβ(G) = Hdgβ(G∨).
A Breuil-Kisin module M is called a Zpf -Breuil-Kisin module if M is

equipped with an S-linear action of the ring Zpf commuting with φM.
A morphism of Zpf -Breuil-Kisin modules is that of Breuil-Kisin mod-
ules compatible with Zpf -action. The Zpf -Breuil-Kisin modules whose
underlying S-modules are free of finite rank over S1 (resp. finitely
generated, p-power torsion and u-torsion free) form a category, which
we denote by

Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S1

(resp. Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S∞

).

Note thatM 7→M∨ defines a notion of duality also for these categories.
The anti-equivalence M∗(−) of the Breuil-Kisin classification induces
an anti-equivalence from the category of finite flat Zpf -groups over OK

killed by some p-power to Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S∞

.

To give an object M of Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S1

(resp. Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S∞

) is the same

as to give a free S1-module M of finite rank (resp. a finitely generated
S-module M which is p-power torsion and u-torsion free) equipped
with a decomposition into S-submodules

M =
⊕
β∈Bf

Mβ

and a φ-semilinear map

φM,β : Mσ−1◦β →Mβ,

which we often write as φβ, for each β ∈ Bf such that the cokernel of
the linearization 1 ⊗ φβ : φ∗Mσ−1◦β → Mβ is killed by E(u). Since
1 ⊗ φ : φ∗M → M is injective, the map 1 ⊗ φβ is also injective.
Hence we see that if M ̸= 0, then Mβ ̸= 0 for any β ∈ Bf . Since
E(u)M ⊆ (1⊗ φ)(φ∗M), we have E(u)Mβ ⊆ (1⊗ φβ)(φ

∗Mσ−1◦β).
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Let M be any object of Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S1

. The last inclusion implies that

the free S1-modules Mβ have the same rank for any β ∈ Bf , which is
equal to

f−1rankS1(M) = dimF
pf
(HomS1,φ(M, R)).

Moreover, Proposition 2.2 (1) implies that, if G is the finite flat group
scheme over OK corresponding to M, then we have

(3.1) degβ(G) = e−1 lgS1
(Coker(1⊗ φβ : φ∗Mσ−1◦β →Mβ)).

Lemma 3.2. Let G be a finite flat Zpf -group over OK. Then we have

degβ(G) + degβ(G∨) = lgS(M
∗(G)β).

Proof. Let H be the scheme-theoretic closure in G of G(OK̄)[p]. It is
a finite flat closed Zpf -subgroup of G killed by p. Since both sides are
additive with respect to exact sequences of finite flat Zpf -groups over
OK , by an induction we may assume that G is killed by p.

Put M = M∗(G). Let Aβ be the representing matrix of the map
φM,β : Mσ−1◦β → Mβ with some bases. From the definition of the
dual, we see that the representing matrix of the map φM∨,β with the
dual bases is c−1

0 E(u)tA−1
β . Then the equality (3.1) implies

degβ(G) + degβ(G∨) = e−1vu(det(Aβ) det(c
−1
0 E(u)tA−1

β ))

= rankS1(Mβ).

This concludes the proof. □

For any M ∈ Zpf -Mod1,φ
/S1

and i ∈ e−1Z ∩ [0, 1], we put

Mβ,i = Mβ/u
eiMβ.

Then the map φβ induces an S1-semilinear map Mσ−1◦β,i → Mβ,i,
which we denote also by φβ. We define

Fil1Mβ,i = Im(1⊗ φβ : φ∗Mσ−1◦β,i →Mβ,i).

4. Tian’s construction

We continue to use the notation in §3. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT1 over
OK of β-Hodge height wβ. Put M = M∗(G) and M1 = M/ueM. Then
each Mβ is a free S1-module of rank two. By Proposition 2.2 (1) and
(2), we have an exact sequence of φ-modules over OK,1 ⊗ Zpf

0 // Fil1M1
// M // M1/Fil

1M1
// 0,
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where the OK,1⊗Zpf -modules Fil1M1 and M1/Fil
1M1 are free of rank

one. In particular, this splits as a sequence of OK,1 ⊗ Zpf -modules.
Hence we also have a split exact sequence of OK,1-modules

0 // Fil1Mβ,1
// Mβ,1

// Mβ,1/Fil
1Mβ,1

// 0,

where the modules on the left-hand side and the right-hand side are
free of rank one. As in the proof of [Hat2, Theorem 3.1], we can choose
a basis {eβ, e′β} of Mβ satisfying eβ ∈ (1 ⊗ φ)(φ∗Mσ−1◦β) such that

the image of eβ in Mβ,1 is a basis of Fil1Mβ,1 and the image of e′β in

Mβ,1/Fil
1Mβ,1 gives its basis. Then we can write as

(4.1) φ(eσ−1◦β, e
′
σ−1◦β) = (eβ, e

′
β)

(
aβ,1 aβ,2
ueaβ,3 ueaβ,4

)
with some invertible matrix(

aβ,1 aβ,2
aβ,3 aβ,4

)
∈ GL2(S1).

For any Zpf -group G over OK killed by p, a finite flat closed Zpf -
subgroup H of G over OK is said to be cyclic if the Fpf -vector space
H(OK̄) is of rank one. Note that, for such H, the free S1-module
M∗(H)β is of rank one for any β ∈ Bf . If G is a Zpf -ADBT1, then
the proof of [GK, Lemma 2.1.1] shows that the Fpf -subspace H(OK̄)
is automatically isotropic with respect to the Zpf -alternating perfect
pairing on G(OK̄). Moreover, since finite flat closed subgroup schemes
of G over OK are determined by their generic fibers, this implies that
the Zpf -alternating isomorphism i : G ≃ G∨ induces an isomorphism
H ≃ (G/H)∨.

Now the existence theorem of the canonical subgroup of level one for
a Zpf -ADBT1 over OK is as follows.

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT1 over OK with β-Hodge height
wβ. Put w = max{wβ | β ∈ Bf}. Suppose that the inequality

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < p

holds for all β ∈ Bf . Then there exists a finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -
subgroup C of G over OK satisfying

degβ(G/C) = wβ

for all β ∈ Bf . Moreover, the group scheme C is the unique finite flat
closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup of G over OK satisfying

degβ(C) + p degσ−1◦β(C) > 1
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for all β ∈ Bf . We refer to C as the canonical subgroup of G. It has
the following properties:

(1) Let G ′ be a Zpf -ADBT1 over OK satisfying the same condition
on the β-Hodge heights as above and C ′ the canonical subgroup
of G ′. Then any isomorphism of Zpf -groups j : G → G ′ over
OK induces an isomorphism C ≃ C ′.

(2) C is compatible with finite base extension of complete discrete
valuation rings.

(3) C is compatible with Cartier duality. Namely, (G/C)∨ is the
canonical subgroup of G∨.

(4) The kernel of the Frobenius map of G × S1−w coincides with
C ×S1−w.

(5) If w < p/(p+ 1), then C = G(1−w)/(p−1).
(6) If w < (p−1)/p, then C(OK̄) coincides with Ker(HTG,i) for any

rational number i satisfying w/(p− 1) < i ≤ 1− w.
(7) If w < (p − 1)/p, then C = Gi for any rational number i satis-

fying 1/(p(p− 1)) ≤ i ≤ (1− w)/(p− 1).

Proof. Note that, since we have w < 1 by assumption, Proposition 2.2
(2) implies

wβ = e−1vu(aβ,1).

The existence and the uniqueness in the theorem are due to Tian
[Tia, Theorem 3.10]: the Zpf -subgroup C is defined as the finite flat
closed Zpf -subgroup of G over OK corresponding to the quotient N =
M/L via the Breuil-Kisin classification, where L =

⊕
β∈Bf

Lβ is the

unique Zpf -Breuil-Kisin submodule of M satisfying

Lβ,1−wβ
= Fil1Mβ,1−wβ

for all β ∈ Bf . In particular, the S1-module Lβ is generated by

δβ = eβ + ue(1−wβ)yβe
′
β

with some yβ ∈ S1. The assertions (1) and (2) follow from the unique-
ness.

Let us prove the assertion (3). Note that, since Hdgβ(G) = Hdgβ(G∨),
the Zpf -ADBT1 G∨ over OK also has the canonical subgroup C ′. By
Lemma 3.2, we have

degβ((G/C)∨) = 1− degβ(G/C) = 1− wβ

and the uniqueness assertion of the theorem and the assumption on wβ

imply C ′ = (G/C)∨.
The assertion (4) is also due to Tian [Tia, Remark 3.11]. Here we give

a short proof for the convenience of the reader. Since 1− w ≤ 1− wβ,
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the construction of L implies

(4.2) L1−w = Fil1M1−w.

Then Proposition 2.2 (1) shows that the natural map

ωG/C ⊗OK,1−w → ωG ⊗OK,1−w

is zero. By [Far, Proposition 1], the closed subgroup scheme (G/C)∨ ×
S1−w of G∨×S1−w is killed by the Frobenius. Comparing the rank, the
former coincides with the kernel of the Frobenius of the latter. Since
G∨ ×S1−w is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level one, we see by
duality and [Ill, Remark 1.3 (b)] that C ×S1−w also coincides with the
kernel of the Frobenius of G ×S1−w.

Next we consider the assertion (5). It can be shown similarly to
[Hat2, Theorem 3.1 (c)]. For any S1-algebra A, we define an abelian
group H(M)(A) by

H(M)(A) = HomS1,φ(M, A),

where we consider A as a φ-module with the p-th power Frobenius
map. If we take the basis {eβ, e′β}β∈Bf

of M as above, it is identified

with the set of f -tuples of elements (xβ, x
′
β) ∈ A2 satisfying

(4.3) (xpσ−1◦β, (x
′
σ−1◦β)

p) = (xβ, x
′
β)

(
aβ,1 aβ,2
ueaβ,3 ueaβ,4

)
.

We define the subgroup H(M)i(R) of H(M)(R) by

H(M)i(R) = Ker(H(M)(R)→ H(M)(Ri)).

We also have the subgroup H(N)(R) of H(M)(R). Note that we have
an exact sequence

0 // H(N)(R) // H(M)(R) // H(L)(R) // 0

which can be identified with the exact sequence of abelian groups

0 // C(OK̄) // G(OK̄) // (G/C)(OK̄) // 0.

Since degβ(G/C) = wβ, the basis δβ of Lβ satisfies

φβ(δσ−1◦β) = λβδβ with vR(λβ) = wβ.

Thus any element ofH(L)(R) can be identified with an f -tuple (zβ)β∈Bf

in R satisfying

(4.4) zpσ−1◦β = λβzβ

for all β ∈ Bf .
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Lemma 4.2. For any element (zβ)β∈Bf
̸= 0 of H(L)(R), we have

vR(zβ) ≤
w

p− 1
for any β ∈ Bf .

In particular, H(L)i(R) = 0 for any i > w/(p− 1).

Proof. From the equation (4.4), we see that (zβ)β∈Bf
̸= 0 if and only if

zβ ̸= 0 for all β ∈ Bf . This equation also implies

pvR(zσ−1◦β) = vR(zβ) + wβ

for any β ∈ Bf and thus

vR(zσ−1◦β) =
1

pf − 1

f−1∑
l=0

pf−1−lwσl◦β ≤
w

p− 1
,

which concludes the proof. □

We claim that H(N)(R) = H(M)(1−w)/(p−1)(R). Indeed, take any
element (xβ, x

′
β)β∈Bf

of the left-hand side. Take the element yβ ∈ S1

such that

δβ = eβ + ue(1−wβ)yβe
′
β

is a basis of the S1-module Lβ. Then (xβ, x
′
β)β∈Bf

∈ H(N)(R) if and

only if xβ+u
e(1−wβ)yβx

′
β = 0 for all β ∈ Bf . The equation (4.3) implies

(x′σ−1◦β)
p = x′β(−aβ,2ue(1−wβ)yβ + ueaβ,4)

and thus

pvR(x
′
σ−1◦β) ≥ vR(x

′
β) + 1− wβ.

Hence we have

vR(x
′
σ−1◦β) ≥

1

pf − 1

f−1∑
l=0

pf−1−l(1− wσl◦β) ≥
1− w
p− 1

for any β ∈ Bf and we obtain (xβ, x
′
β)β∈Bf

∈ H(M)(1−w)/(p−1)(R).
Conversely, let (xβ, x

′
β)β∈Bf

be an element ofH(M)(1−w)/(p−1)(R). By
the equation (4.3), we have

(4.5) (xβ, u
ex′β) = (xpσ−1◦β, (x

′
σ−1◦β)

p)

(
aβ,1 aβ,2
aβ,3 aβ,4

)−1

for any β ∈ Bf . Recall that the matrix on the right-hand side is an
element of GL2(S1). Hence we obtain

vR(xβ) ≥
p(1− w)
p− 1
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and the element zβ = xβ + ue(1−wβ)yβx
′
β satisfies

vR(zβ) ≥
p(1− w)
p− 1

for all β ∈ Bf . By the assumption w < p/(p+ 1), we have

w

p− 1
<
p(1− w)
p− 1

and Lemma 4.2 implies zβ = 0 for any β ∈ Bf . Therefore we obtain
(xβ, x

′
β)β∈Bf

∈ H(N)(R), from which the claim follows. Now Theorem
2.1 (4) shows the assertion (5).

Let us show the assertion (6). This is shown similarly to [Hat2,
Theorem 3.1 (2)]. Since i ≤ 1− w, Proposition 2.2 (3) and (4.2) show
that the kernel of the map HTG,i is equal to the kernel of the natural
map

G(OK̄) ≃ H(M)(R)→ H(L)(R)→ H(L)(Ri).

Since i > w/(p − 1), Lemma 4.2 implies H(L)i(R) = 0 and the right
arrow in the above map is injective. Thus Ker(HTG,i) coincides with
the inverse image of

H(N)(R) = Ker(H(M)(R)→ H(L)(R))
by the isomorphism G(OK̄) ≃ H(M)(R), which is C(OK̄). The asser-
tion (7) follows from the lemma below. □
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT1 over OK with β-Hodge height wβ.
Put w = max{wβ | β ∈ Bf} and

in =
1

pn−1(p− 1)
− w

p− 1
, i′n =

1

pn(p− 1)
.

Suppose w < (p − 1)/pn for some positive integer n. Let C be the
canonical subgroup of G, which exists by Theorem 4.1. Then we have

C = Gim = Gi′m
for any 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

Proof. This can be shown in the same way as [Hat3, Lemma 5.2]. We
follow the notation in the proof of Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 2.1 (4)
and Theorem 4.1 (5), it is enough to show

HomS,φ(M,m
⩾i′n
R ) ⊆ H(N)(R).

We identify an element x of the left-hand side with a solution (xβ, x
′
β)β∈Bf

of the equation (4.3) in R satisfying vR(xβ), vR(x
′
β) ≥ i′n for all β ∈ Bf .

From the equality (4.5), we have vR(xβ) ≥ pi′n > w/(p − 1). Since we
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have 1− wβ ≥ 1− w > w/(p− 1), the element zβ = xβ + ue(1−wβ)yβx
′
β

satisfies
vR(zβ) > w/(p− 1).

Thus Lemma 4.2 implies zβ = 0 for any β ∈ Bf and x ∈ H(N)(R). □
The description of the Hodge-Tate map via the Breuil-Kisin classi-

fication also yields a torsion property of the Hodge-Tate cokernel, as
follows.

Lemma 4.4. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT1 over OK with β-Hodge height wβ.
Put w = max{wβ | β ∈ Bf}. Suppose w < (p−1)/p. Then the cokernel
of the linearization of the Hodge-Tate map

HT⊗ 1 : G(OK̄)⊗OK̄ → ωG∨ ⊗OK
OK̄

is killed by m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
.

Proof. For this, we first show the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let M be a finitely generated OK̄-module. Let N be an
OK̄-submodule ofM . Suppose that there exist positive rational numbers
r > s satisfying m⩾s

K̄
M ⊆ N +m⩾r

K̄
M . Then we have m⩾s

K̄
M ⊆ N .

Proof. Put Q = m⩾s
K̄
(M/N). Since the assumption implies m⩾r−s

K̄
Q =

Q, Nakayama’s lemma shows Q = 0 and m⩾s
K̄
M ⊆ N . □

Put M = ωG∨ ⊗OK
OK̄ and

N = Im(HT⊗ 1 : G(OK̄)⊗OK̄ → ωG∨ ⊗OK
OK̄).

We claim that

m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
Coker(HT1−w ⊗ 1 : G(OK̄)⊗OK̄ → ωG∨ ⊗OK

OK̄,1−w) = 0.

This is equivalent to the inclusion

m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
M ⊆ N +m⩾1−w

K̄
M.

The assumption w < (p − 1)/p implies w/(p − 1) < 1 − w and thus
Lemma 4.4 follows from the claim and Lemma 4.5.

Now let us prove the claim. Consider the basis δβ of Lβ as in the proof
of Theorem 4.1. Using this, we identify each element of H(L)(R) with
an f -tuple (zβ)β∈Bf

in R satisfying the equation (4.4). By Proposition
2.2 (3) and (4.2), the cokernel of the claim is identified with the cokernel
of the natural map

H(L)(R)⊗R→ HomS1(L, R1−w) = L∨ ⊗R1−w,

(zβ)β∈Bf
⊗ 1 7→

∑
β∈Bf

δ∨β ⊗ zβ.
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Note that the abelian group H(L)(R) has a natural action of the ring
Fpf defined by

α(zβ)β∈Bf
= (β(α)zβ)β∈Bf

for any α ∈ Fpf .

Take a generator α0 of the extension Fpf/Fp and a non-zero element
(zβ)β∈Bf

of H(L)(R). Then the subset {αl
0(zβ)β∈Bf

}l=0,1,...,f−1 forms a
basis of the Fp-vector space H(L)(R). Hence the image of the natural
map above is generated by the entries of the f -tuple

(δ∨β ⊗ 1)β∈Bf
(β(αl

0)zβ)β,l = (δ∨β ⊗ 1)β∈Bf
diag(zβ)β∈Bf

(β(αl
0))β,l.

Since the matrix (β(αl
0))β,l is invertible in Mf (R), the cokernel is iso-

morphic as an R-module to⊕
β∈Bf

R1−w/(zβ).

Thus the claim follows from Lemma 4.2. □
Corollary 4.6. Let L be a complete discrete valuation field of mixed
characteristic (0, p) and G a Zpf -ADBT1 over OL with β-Hodge height
wβ. Put w = max{wβ | β ∈ Bf}. If w < p/(p+ 1), then there exists a
finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup C of G over OL satisfying

degβ(G/C) = wβ

for all β ∈ Bf , which is characterized by the inequality

degβ(C) + p degσ−1◦β(C) > 1

for all β ∈ Bf . The Zpf -subgroup C has the properties (1)–(7) in The-
orem 4.1. We also refer to C as the canonical subgroup of G.

Proof. From [Gro, Théorème (19.8.6)] we see that OL is a finite totally
ramified extension of a Cohen ring, and as in the proof of [Hat2, The-
orem 3.1] we can choose an extension of complete discrete valuation
fields L′/L with relative ramification index one such that the residue
field of L′ is perfect. Put C = G(1−w)/(p−1). Since the map OL → OL′

is flat and lower ramification subgroups are compatible with base ex-
tension of complete discrete valuation fields, Theorem 4.1 applied to
G ⊗OL

OL′ implies the corollary. □

5. Goren-Kassaei’s theory

Here we analyze the variation of β-Hodge heights by taking quotients
with cyclic Zpf -subgroups. For the case of abelian varieties, it was
obtained by Goren-Kassaei [GK, Lemma 5.3.4 and Lemma 5.3.6]. We
are still assuming that the residue field k ⊇ Fpf of K is perfect.
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Lemma 5.1. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT1 over OK with β-Hodge height
wβ. Let H be a finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup of G over OK. Put
vβ = degβ(G/H).

(1) If we have

vβ + pvσ−1◦β < p for all β ∈ Bf ,

then wβ = vβ and G has a canonical subgroup, which is equal to
H.

(2) If we have

vβ + pvσ−1◦β > p for all β ∈ Bf ,

then wβ = p(1− vσ−1◦β) and G has a canonical subgroup, which
is not equal to H. We refer to any H satisfying this inequality
as an anti-canonical subgroup of G.

(3) If both of the inequalities in (1) and (2) are not satisfied, then

wβ + pwσ−1◦β ≥ p for some β ∈ Bf .

Proof. LetP andQ be the Breuil-Kisin modules corresponding to G/H
and H, respectively. We have an exact sequence of S1-modules

0 // Pβ
// Mβ

// Qβ
// 0

for any β ∈ Bf . Note that S1-modules Pβ and Qβ are free of rank
one. Let {fβ, f ′

β} be a basis of the free S1-module Mβ such that fβ is
a basis of Pβ and the image of f ′

β is a basis of Qβ. We can write as

φβ(fσ−1◦β, f
′
σ−1◦β) = (fβ, f

′
β)

(
aβ bβ
0 cβ

)
with some aβ, bβ, cβ ∈ S1 such that vR(aβ) = vβ and vR(cβ) = degβ(H) =
1− vβ. Thus we obtain

Fil1Mβ,1 = ⟨aβfβ, bβfβ + cβf
′
β⟩.

Since it is a direct summand of Mβ,1 of rank one over OK,1, we have vR(aβ) = 0 (vβ = 0),
vR(bβ) = 0 (0 < vβ < 1),
vR(cβ) = 0 (vβ = 1)

and

Fil1Mβ,1 =

{
⟨fβ⟩ (vβ = 0),
⟨bβfβ + cβf

′
β⟩ (vβ > 0).

Moreover, in Mσ◦β,1 we have

(5.1)

{
φσ◦β(fβ) = aσ◦βfσ◦β,

φσ◦β(bβfβ + cβf
′
β) = (bpβaσ◦β + cpβbσ◦β)fσ◦β + cpβcσ◦βf

′
σ◦β.
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Now let us consider the assertion (1). The assumption implies vσ◦β <
1 for any β ∈ Bf . Hence wσ◦β is equal to the truncated valuation of the
coefficient of fσ◦β of the right-hand side of the equality (5.1) in both
cases.

• If vβ = 0, then wσ◦β = vR(aσ◦β) = vσ◦β.
• If 0 < vβ < 1, then vR(bβ) = 0 and

wσ◦β = min{vR(bpβaσ◦β + cpβbσ◦β), 1}.
The assumption also yields vσ◦β < p(1 − vβ) and thus we have
wσ◦β = vσ◦β.

Thus G satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.1 and has the canonical
subgroup C. Since degβ(H) = 1 − vβ, the uniqueness of the theorem
implies H = C.

Next we treat the assertion (2). The assumption implies vσ◦β > 0
for any β ∈ Bf .

• If 0 < vσ◦β < 1, then vR(bσ◦β) = 0 and

wσ◦β = min{vR(bpβaσ◦β + cpβbσ◦β), 1}.
By assumption we have vσ◦β > p(1 − vβ) and thus we obtain
wσ◦β = p(1− vβ).
• If vσ◦β = 1, then vR(cσ◦β) = 0. This implies that wσ◦β is equal to
the truncated valuation of the coefficient of f ′

σ◦β of the equality
(5.1), namely

wσ◦β = min{vR(cpβcσ◦β), 1} = p(1− vβ).
From this we see that G has the canonical subgroup C. If C = H, then
we have

vβ = degβ(G/H) = wβ = p(1− vσ−1◦β)

for any β ∈ Bf , which contradicts the assumption.
The assertion (3) can be shown as in [GK, Corollary 5.3.7]: Take

β′ ∈ Bf such that vβ′ + pvσ−1◦β′ ≤ p. Let i ≥ 1 be the minimal integer
satisfying vσi◦β′+pvσi−1◦β′ ≥ p. The minimality shows that β = σi−1◦β′

satisfies

(5.2) vβ + pvσ−1◦β ≤ p, vσ◦β + pvβ ≥ p.

We claim that
wβ ≥ vβ, wσ◦β ≥ p(1− vβ).

Indeed, if vβ = 0 then the first inequality is trivial. If 0 < vβ < 1, then
(5.1) implies

wβ =

{
vR(aβ) (vσ−1◦β = 0),
min{vR(bpσ−1◦βaβ + cpσ−1◦βbβ), 1} (vσ−1◦β > 0).
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From this and (5.2), we obtain wβ ≥ vβ. If vβ = 1, then (5.1) gives

wβ =

{
1 (vσ−1◦β = 0),
min{vR(cpσ−1◦βcβ), 1} = min{p(1− vσ−1◦β), 1} (vσ−1◦β > 0)

and the inequality wβ ≥ vβ follows from (5.2).
Let us consider the second inequality. If vσ◦β = 0, then (5.2) implies

vβ = 1 and the inequality is trivial. If 0 < vσ◦β < 1, then (5.1) implies

wσ◦β =

{
vR(aσ◦β) (vβ = 0),
min{vR(bpβaσ◦β + cpβbσ◦β), 1} (vβ > 0)

and from (5.2) we obtain wσ◦β ≥ p(1− vβ) for both cases. If vσ◦β = 1,
then we have vβ ≥ (p− 1)/p > 0 and

wσ◦β = min{vR(cpβcσ◦β), 1} = p(1− vβ).
This concludes the proof of the claim. Now we have

wσ◦β + pwβ ≥ p(1− vβ) + pvβ = p

and the assertion (3) follows. □
Lemma 5.2. Let n be a positive integer, L/K any extension of com-
plete discrete valuation fields and L̄ an algebraic closure of L. Let G be
a Zpf -ADBTn+1 over OL with Zpf -alternating isomorphism i : G ≃ G∨.
Let H be a finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup of G[p] over OL. Then
p−nH/H is a Zpf -ADBTn over OL, with its Zpf -alternating isomor-
phism of self-duality induced by i.

Proof. Note that p−nH/H is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level
n over OL. Indeed, by taking a base change we may assume that the
residue field of L is perfect, and in this case it follows from the fact
that G is the pn+1-torsion part of a p-divisible group [Ill, Théorème 4.4
(e)]. Put H′ = (G[p]/H)∨. Since H(OL̄) is isotropic, the map i induces
an isomorphism H ≃ H′. On the other hand, Cartier duality gives a
natural isomorphism j : p−nH′/H′ ≃ (p−nH/H)∨ satisfying

⟨x̄, j(ȳ)⟩p−nH/H = ⟨x, y⟩G
for any x ∈ p−nH(OL̄) and y ∈ p−nH′(OL̄), which can be shown as
in [Hat2, §4, Proof of Theorem 1.1(b)]. Thus these maps induce a
Zpf -alternating isomorphism

p−nH/H i→ p−nH′/H′ j
≃ (p−nH/H)∨.

It remains to prove that the OL,n ⊗ Zpf -module ωp−nH/H is free of
rank one. Consider the decomposition

ωp−nH/H =
⊕
β∈Bf

ωp−nH/H,β.
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Since we know that the left-hand side is free of rank f as an OL,n-
module, each ωp−nH/H,β is a free OL,n-module of rank fβ with some
non-negative integer fβ. For n = 1, we have exact sequences

0 // ωH,β
×p // ωp−1H,β

// ωG[p],β // 0,

0 // ωp−1H/H,β
// ωp−1H,β

// ωH,β
// 0

and thus lgOL
(ωp−1H/H,β) = lgOL

(ωG[p],β). Since the OL,1-module ωG[p],β
is free of rank one, we obtain fβ = 1 and the lemma follows. □
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT2 over OK with β-Hodge height
wβ. Suppose that the inequality

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < p

holds for all β ∈ Bf . Theorem 4.1 ensures that the canonical subgroup
C of G[p] exists.

(1) For any finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup H ̸= C of G[p] over
OK, we have

Hdgβ(p
−1H/H) = p−1wσ◦β for any β ∈ Bf .

Moreover, p−1H/H has the canonical subgroup G[p]/H.
(2) Suppose that the inequality

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < 1

holds for all β ∈ Bf . Consider the Zpf -ADBT1 p
−1C/C over

OK. Then we have

Hdgβ(p
−1C/C) = pwσ−1◦β for any β ∈ Bf .

Moreover, G[p]/C is an anti-canonical subgroup of p−1C/C.

Proof. For the assertion (1), Lemma 5.1 (3) implies that H is an anti-
canonical subgroup and

degβ(G[p]/H) + p degσ−1◦β(G[p]/H) > p,

Hdgβ(G[p]) = p(1− degσ−1◦β(G[p]/H)) = p degσ−1◦β(H).
Hence we have

degβ((p
−1H/H)/(G[p]/H)) + p degσ−1◦β((p

−1H/H)/(G[p]/H)) < 1.

Lemma 5.1 (1) shows that p−1H/H has the canonical subgroup G[p]/H
and

Hdgβ(p
−1H/H) = degβ(H) = p−1Hdgσ◦β(G).

Let us consider the assertion (2). Since degβ(G[p]/C) = wβ, we have

degβ((p
−1C/C)/(G[p]/C)) = degβ(C) = 1− wβ.
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The assumption implies

degβ((p
−1C/C)/(G[p]/C)) + p degσ−1◦β((p

−1C/C)/(G[p]/C)) > p

and Lemma 5.1 (2) yields the assertion. □

6. The case of Hdgβ(G) = p/(p+ 1)

In this subsection, we investigate the behavior of the Up-correspondence
at the locus where all the β-Hodge heights are p/(p + 1), under the
assumption of f ≤ 2. The results of this section is one of the key in-
gredients of [Hat4], while it will not be used in the sequel. Let K be
as in §1 and we assume k ⊇ Fpf .

Proposition 6.1. Suppose f ≤ 2. Let G be a Zpf -ADBT2 over OK

with Hdgβ(G) = wβ. Suppose wβ = p/(p+1) for all β ∈ Bf . Then, for
any finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup H of G[p] over OK, we have

degβ(G[p]/H) =
p

p+ 1
, Hdgβ(p

−1H/H) = 1

p+ 1

and p−1H/H has the canonical subgroup G[p]/H.

Proof. By a base change argument as before, we may assume that the
residue field k is perfect. Put M = M∗(G[p]) and P = M∗(G[p]/H).
We take a basis {eβ, e′β} of the S1-module Mβ as in §4 and consider the
equation (4.1). Take xβ, yβ ∈ S1 such that the element fβ = xβeβ+yβe

′
β

is a basis of the free S1-module Pβ of rank one. Then there exists an
f -tuple (λβ)β∈Bf

in S1 satisfying

(6.1)

(
aβ,1 aβ,2
ueaβ,3 ueaβ,4

)(
xpσ−1◦β
ypσ−1◦β

)
= λβ

(
xβ
yβ

)
for all β ∈ Bf . Note that vR(aβ,1) = p/(p+ 1). Since the matrix(

aβ,1 aβ,2
aβ,3 aβ,4

)
is an element of GL2(S1), we have vR(aβ,2) = vR(aβ,3) = 0.

We claim that the inequalities 0 < wβ < 1 for all β ∈ Bf imply
vR(yσ−1◦β) > 0. Indeed, if vR(yσ−1◦β) = 0, then vR(λβ) = vR(xβ) = 0
and vR(yβ) ≥ 1. This is a contradiction if f = 1. Using (6.1) for
σ ◦ β yields vR(λσ◦β) ≤ wσ◦β and thus vR(yσ◦β) ≥ 1 − wσ◦β. This is a
contradiction if f = 2 and the claim follows.

Since xβeβ+yβe
′
β generates the direct summandPβ of theS1-module

Mβ, the claim implies vR(xβ) = 0. Replacing fβ by x−1
β fβ, we may
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assume xβ = 1 for all β ∈ Bf . Then (yβ)β∈Bf
satisfies the equation

(6.2)

{
aβ,1 + aβ,2y

p
σ−1◦β = λβ,

ue(aβ,3 + aβ,4y
p
σ−1◦β) = λβyβ.

Next we claim that every solution (yβ)β∈Bf
of this equation satisfies

vR(λβ) = p/(p + 1) for any β ∈ Bf . For f = 1, we see that y = yβ
satisfies the equation

yp+1 − uea−1
β,2aβ,4y

p + a−1
β,2aβ,1y − u

ea−1
β,2aβ,3 = 0.

An inspection of its Newton polygon shows vR(y) = 1/(p + 1). Then
the second equation of (6.2) implies vR(λβ) = p/(p+ 1).

Let us consider the case f = 2. Take any β ∈ Bf . Put(
A B
C D

)
=

(
aσ◦β,1 aσ◦β,2
ueaσ◦β,3 ueaσ◦β,4

)(
apβ,1 apβ,2

upeapβ,3 upeapβ,4

)
.

Note that

vR(A) ≥ p, vR(B) =
p

p+ 1
, vR(C) = 1 +

p2

p+ 1
, vR(D) = 1.

We have (
A B
C D

)(
1

yp
2

σ−1◦β

)
= λσ◦βλ

p
β

(
1

yσ−1◦β

)
and thus y = yσ−1◦β satisfies the equation

yp
2+1 −B−1Dyp

2

+B−1Ay −B−1C = 0,

where the coefficients are all integral. An inspection of its Newton
polygon shows vR(yσ−1◦β) = 1/(p + 1). Then the second equation of
(6.2) yields vR(λσ−1◦β) = p/(p+1). Since β ∈ Bf is arbitrary, we obtain

vR(yβ) =
1

p+ 1
, vR(λβ) =

p

p+ 1

for any β ∈ Bf .
Now the claim shows

degβ((p
−1H/H)/(G[p]/H)) = degβ(H) = 1− vR(λβ) = 1/(p+ 1),

degβ(G[p]/H) = degβ(p
−1H/H)− 1/(p+ 1) = p/(p+ 1)

for any β ∈ Bf . Then Lemma 5.1 (1) implies that

Hdgβ(p
−1H/H) = 1/(p+ 1)

and that G[p]/H is the canonical subgroup of p−1H/H. □
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Remark 6.2. A naive generalization of Proposition 6.1 has a coun-
terexample for f = 3, if p ̸= 2. Suppose k = k̄ and p + 1 | e. Re-
placing the uniformizer π by a scalar multiple, we may assume that
c0 = p−1E(0) satisfies c0 ≡ 1 mod p. Let r be a positive integer. Fix
β′ ∈ B3 and consider the following elements of M2(S).

Âβ′ =

(
u

pe
p+1 1

c−1
0 E(u) c−1

0 E(u)

)
, Âσ◦β′ =

(
u

pe
p+1 −1

c−1
0 E(u) c−1

0 E(u)

)
,

Âσ2◦β′ =

(
u

pe
p+1 1

c−1
0 E(u) c−1

0 urE(u)

)
We define the Zp3-Breuil-Kisin module M̂ =

⊕
β∈B3

M̂β by

M̂β = Sêβ ⊕Sê′β, φβ(êσ−1◦β, ê
′
σ−1◦β) = (êβ, ê

′
β)Âβ.

Take α̂β ∈ S× for each β ∈ B3 satisfying

φ(α̂σ−1◦β) = c0E(u)
−1 det(Âβ)α̂β for all β ∈ B3.

Then the map

(êβ, ê
′
β) 7→ (ê∨β , (ê

′
β)

∨)α̂β

(
0 1
−1 0

)
gives a skew-symmetric isomorphism M̂→ M̂∨. Since M̂ corresponds
to a Barsotti-Tate group Γ over OK , we see that M̂/p2M̂ corresponds
to a Zp3-ADBT2 G = Γ[p2] over OK . Let H be any cyclic Zp3-subgroup

of G[p] over OK . We write the images of êβ, ê
′
β in M̂/pM̂β as eβ, e

′
β and

a basis of M∗(G/H)β as xβeβ + yβe
′
β.

Suppose vR(yβ) > 0 for all β ∈ B3. Then we may assume xβ = 1,
and we see that y = yσ2◦β′ is a root of the equation

yp
3+1 −B−1Dyp

3

+B−1Ay −B−1C = 0,

where we put

A = u
e(p3+p2+p)

p+1 + ue(p
2+p), B = 2uep − u

e(p3+p2+p)
p+1 + ue(p

2+p),

C = u
e(p3+p2+2p+1)

p+1
+r + ue(p

2+p+1)+r,

D = u
e(p2+p+1)

p+1 − ue(p2+1) + ue(p+1)+r + ue(p
2+p+1)+r.

An inspection of its Newton polygon and derivation shows that this
equation has exactly p3 roots satisfying vR(y) = 1/(p+1) and one root
satisfying vR(y) = 1 + e−1r.

The latter case does not occur, since it contradicts the second equa-
tion of (6.2). In the former case, put y = ue/(p+1)η. Then η satis-
fies a monic polynomial of degree p3 + 1 whose reduction modulo u is
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X(Xp3 − 2−1Xp3−1 + 2−1). Hensel’s lemma and the assumption on k
imply y ∈ S1. Thus G[p] has exactly p3 cyclic Zp3-subgroups over OK

such that, for any β ∈ B3, we have vR(yβ) > 0.
By the assumption k = k̄, there exist exactly p3−1 characters GK →

F×
p3 . Hence, among these p3 cyclic Zp3-subgroups, two define the same

character on the generic fiber. This means that GK acts on G[p](OK̄)
via this character. In particular, any Fp3-subspace of G[p](OK̄) is GK-
stable. Taking the scheme-theoretic closure, we see that G[p] has one
cyclic Zp3-subgroup H over OK satisfying vR(yσ−1◦β0

) = 0 for some
β0 ∈ B3.

For this H, the equation (6.1) gives vR(λβ0) = vR(xβ0) = 0 and
vR(yβ0) ≥ 1. This in turn gives vR(λσ◦β0) ≤ p/(p+ 1) and vR(yσ◦β0) ≥
1/(p + 1). Since xσ◦β0eσ◦β0 + yσ◦β0e

′
σ◦β0

generates a direct summand,
we have vR(xσ◦β0) = 0 and this implies vR(λσ◦β0) = p/(p+1). Thus we
obtain

degσ◦β0
(H) + p degβ0

(H) = p+
1

p+ 1

and G[p]/H is not the canonical subgroup of p−1H/H.

7. Canonical subgroups of higher levels

Let K be as in §1, with residue field k ⊇ Fpf which may be im-
perfect. In this section, we derive from Theorem 4.1 the existence of
the canonical subgroup of level n for a Zpf -ADBTn, by following an
argument of Fargues-Tian [Far, §7] as in [Hat2, §4]. A similar result
was also obtained by Goren-Kassaei [GK, Proposition 5.4.5] except the
compatibility with Hodge-Tate maps and lower ramification subgroups.
This compatibility shown here will be used in [Hat4] to enlarge the lo-
cus where the sheaf of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms is defined
from that of [AIP2].

Theorem 7.1. Let G be a Zpf -ADBTn over OK with β-Hodge height
wβ. Put w = max{wβ | β ∈ Bf}. Suppose that we have

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < p2−n

for all β ∈ Bf .
If k is perfect, then there exists a finite flat closed Zpf -subgroup Cn

of G of rank pnf over OK satisfying

degβ(G/Cn) =
n−1∑
l=0

plwσ−l◦β.

We refer to Cn as the canonical subgroup of level n of G. It has the
following properties:
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(1) Let G ′ be a Zpf -ADBTn over OK satisfying the same condition
on the β-Hodge heights as above and C ′n the canonical subgroup
of level n of G ′. Then any isomorphism of Zpf -groups j : G → G ′
over OK induces an isomorphism Cn ≃ C ′n.

(2) Cn is compatible with finite base extension of complete discrete
valuation rings.

(3) Cn is compatible with Cartier duality. Namely, (G/Cn)∨ is the
canonical subgroup of level n of G∨.

(4) The kernel of the n-th iterated Frobenius map of G ×S1−pn−1w

coincides with Cn ×S1−pn−1w.
(5) The Zpf/p

nZpf -module Cn(OK̄) is free of rank one.
(6) The scheme-theoretic closure of Cn(OK̄)[p

i] in Cn is the canon-
ical subgroup Ci of level i of G[pi] for any 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

(7) If w < (p − 1)/pn, then Cn(OK̄) coincides with Ker(HTG,i) for
any rational number i satisfying

n− 1 +
w

p− 1
< i ≤ n− w(pn − 1)

p− 1
.

(8) If w < (p − 1)/pn, then Cn = Gi for any rational number i
satisfying

i′n =
1

pn(p− 1)
≤ i ≤ in =

1

pn−1(p− 1)
− w

p− 1
.

Moreover, for the case where k is imperfect, the same statements hold
if w < (p− 1)/pn.

Proof. The last assertion on the case where k is imperfect follows from
the assertion (8) in the case of a perfect residue field and a similar base
change argument as in the proof of Corollary 4.6. Thus we may assume
that k is perfect.

We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 1 is Theorem 4.1.
Suppose that n ≥ 2 and the assertions hold for n − 1. Let G be
a Zpf -ADBTn satisfying the assumption. Then we have the canoni-
cal subgroup C1 of the Zpf -ADBT1 G[p] and Lemma 5.2 implies that
p1−nC1/C1 is also a Zpf -ADBTn−1. By Corollary 5.3 (2), we have

Hdgβ(p
1−nC1/C1) = pwσ−1◦β

and by the induction hypothesis, p1−nC1/C1 has the canonical subgroup
of level n − 1, which we write as Cn/C1 with some Zpf -subgroup Cn of
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G. Then we have

degβ(G/Cn) = degβ(G/p1−nC1) + degβ((p
1−nC1/C1)/(Cn/C1))

= degβ(G[p]/C1) +
n−2∑
l=0

pl(pwσ−l−1◦β) =
n−1∑
l=0

plwσ−l◦β.

The assertions (1) and (2) follow from the construction and the induc-
tion hypothesis. The assertions (3) and (4) can be shown exactly in
the same way as [Hat2, Theorem 1.1 (b) and (1)], using the assertion
(1).

Let us show the assertion (5). By an induction, we can show Cn−1 ⊆
Cn. By the induction hypothesis, it suffices to show Cn(OK̄)∩G[p](OK̄) =
C1(OK̄) for any n ≥ 2. From the assertion (6) for p1−nC1/C1, we see
that (Cn/C1)(OK̄)[p] is the generic fiber of the canonical subgroup of
p−1C1/C1. On the other hand, Corollary 5.3 (2) implies that G[p]/C1 is
not the canonical subgroup of p−1C1/C1. Then we have (Cn/C1)(OK̄)∩
(G[p]/C1)(OK̄) = 0 and thus Cn(OK̄)∩G[p](OK̄) ⊆ C1(OK̄), from which
the assertion (5) follows. The assertion (6) follows from Cn−1 ⊆ Cn and
the assertion (5).

Next we show the assertion (7). Let i be as in the assertion. Put
ϵ = n− i. Since we have

w/(p− 1) < 1− ϵ ≤ 1− w,

by using Theorem 4.1 (6) we can show ♯Ker(HTi) ≤ pnf as in the proof
of [Far, Proposition 13]. On the other hand, since degβ(C∨1 ) = wβ, the

OK̄-module ωC∨
1
⊗OK̄ is killed by m⩾w

K̄
. Take any element x ∈ Cn(OK̄)

and denote its image in (G/C1)(OK̄) by x̄. By the induction hypothesis,
we have HTj(x̄) = 0 for any j satisfying

n− 2 + pw/(p− 1) < j ≤ n− 1− w(pn − p)/(p− 1).

Thus we obtain

m⩾n−1−j

K̄
HT(x̄) = 0, m⩾n−1−j+w

K̄
HT(x) = 0

and HT1−w+j(x) = 0, which yields Cn(OK̄) ⊆ Ker(HTi). Then the
assertion (7) follows from ♯Cn(OK̄) = pnf .

Finally, we show the assertion (8) following the proof of [Hat3, The-
orem 1.2]. Using Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.1 (4), the same argument
as in the proof of [Hat3, Lemma 5.4] shows Gi′n ⊆ Cn. For the reverse
inclusion, we need the following variant of [Hat3, Proposition 5.5].

Lemma 7.2. The image of the map Gin(OK̄)
×p→ G[pn−1]pin(OK̄) con-

tains G[pn−1]in−1(OK̄).
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Proof. Note that the map in the lemma is well-defined by [Hat3, Lemma
5.3]. Put M = M∗(G[p]). Consider the basis {δβ, e′β} of the S1-module
M as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Write as

φ(δσ−1◦β, e
′
σ−1◦β) = (δβ, e

′
β)

(
λβ µβ

0 νβ

)
.

We have vR(λβ) = wβ and vR(νβ) = 1−wβ. Then, in the same way as
in the proof of [Hat3, Proposition 5.5], we reduce ourselves to showing

that for any ξβ, ηβ ∈ m⩾in−1

R , there exist ζβ, ωβ ∈ m⩾in
R satisfying

(ξβ, ηβ) + (ζpσ−1◦β, ω
p
σ−1◦β) = (ζβ, ωβ)

(
λβ µβ

0 νβ

)
for all β ∈ Bf . We can show by recursion that the equation on ζβ’s has
a solution satisfying vR(ζβ) ≥ pin for all β ∈ Bf . Fixing such ζβ’s, we
obtain the system of equations on ωβ’s

ωp
σ−1◦β − νβωβ − µβζβ + ηβ = 0.

Take any a ∈ R satisfying vR(a) = in and put ωβ = aαβ. Then (αβ)β∈Bf

is a solution of the system of equations

αp
σ−1◦β −

νβ
ap−1

αβ −
µβζβ
ap

+
ηβ
ap

= 0,

where all the coefficients are contained in R. This system defines a
finite R-algebra which is free of rank pf . Since Frac(R) is algebraically
closed and R is normal, we can find a solution (αβ)β∈Bf

in R and the
lemma follows. □

By the induction hypothesis, we have G[pn−1]in−1 = Cn−1. By Lemma
4.3, we also have G[p]in = C1. Then Lemma 7.2 implies ♯Gin(OK̄) ≥
♯Cn(OK̄). Now the assertion (8) follows from the inclusions Gin ⊆ Gi′n ⊆
Cn. This concludes the proof of Theorem 7.1. □

Corollary 7.3. Let n be a positive integer. Let G be a Zpf -ADBTn+1

over OK with β-Hodge height wβ satisfying

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < p2−n

for all β ∈ Bf .
Suppose that the residue field k of K is perfect. Let Cn−1 and C1

be the canonical subgroups of level n − 1 and level one of G[pn−1] and
G[p], respectively. Let H ̸= C1 be a finite flat closed cyclic Zpf -subgroup
of G[p] over OK. Then the Zpf -ADBTn p−nH/H has the canonical
subgroup p−1Cn−1/H. Moreover, the natural map Cn → p−1Cn−1/H is
an isomorphism over K.
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For the case where k is imperfect, the same statements hold if

max{wβ | β ∈ Bf} < (p− 1)/pn.

Proof. By a base change, we may assume that k is perfect. By Corollary
5.3 (1), the Zpf -ADBTi p

−iH/H has the canonical subgroup of level i
for any positive integer i ≤ n, which we denote by C̄i. Moreover, we
have C̄1 = G[p]/H. By the construction of the canonical subgroup in
Theorem 7.1, the quotient C̄n/C̄1 is equal to the canonical subgroup of
level n− 1 of the Zpf -ADBTn−1 p

1−nC̄1/C̄1. We have the map

p1−nC̄1/C̄1 = p1−n(G[p]/H)/(G[p]/H) = (G[pn]/H)/(G[p]/H) ×p→ G[pn−1],

where the last arrow is an isomorphism. By Theorem 7.1 (1), we ob-
tain C̄n = p−1Cn−1/H. Moreover, Theorem 7.1 (6) implies Cn(OK̄) ∩
H(OK̄) = 0 and the map Cn → p−1Cn−1/H is an injection overK. Since
both sides have the same rank over OK , the last assertion follows. □

Finally, we show the following generalization of [AIP, Proposition
3.2.1] to our setting.

Proposition 7.4. Let G be a Zpf -ADBTn over OK with β-Hodge height
wβ. Put w = max{wβ | β ∈ Bf}. Suppose w < (p − 1)/pn. Let Cn be
the canonical subgroup of G of level n, which exists by Theorem 7.1.

(1) For any i ∈ e−1Z≥0 satisfying i ≤ n − w(pn − 1)/(p − 1), the
natural map

ωG ⊗OK
OK,i → ωCn ⊗OK

OK,i

is an isomorphism.
(2) The cokernel of the linearization of the Hodge-Tate map

HTC∨
n
⊗ 1 : C∨n (OK̄)⊗OK̄ → ωCn ⊗OK

OK̄

is killed by m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
.

Proof. By a base change argument as before, we may assume that the
residue field k is perfect. Put b = n− w(pn − 1)/(p− 1). For the first
assertion, consider the exact sequence

0 // ωG/Cn
// ωG // ωCn

// 0

and the decompositions

ωG/Cn =
⊕
β∈Bf

ωG/Cn,β, ωG =
⊕
β∈Bf

ωG,β.
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Note that ωG,β ≃ OK,n. Theorem 7.1 implies

degβ(G/Cn) =
n−1∑
l=0

plwσ−l◦β ≤
w(pn − 1)

p− 1
≤ n− i.

Thus the image of the natural map ωG/Cn,β → ωG,β is contained in

m⩾i
K ωG,β for any β ∈ Bf and the first assertion follows.
For the second assertion, consider the commutative diagram

G∨(OK̄)

pn−1

��

HTG∨
// ωG ⊗OK

OK̄
//

��

ωG ⊗OK
OK̄,1

��
G∨[p](OK̄)

HTG∨[p]// ωG[p] ⊗OK
OK̄ ωG[p] ⊗OK

OK̄,1,

where the horizontal composites are the first Hodge-Tate maps and
the left vertical arrow is surjective. Since the right vertical arrow is
an isomorphism, the map HTG∨,1 factors through G∨[p](OK̄) and we
obtain a natural isomorphism of OK̄-modules

Coker(HTG∨,1 ⊗ 1) ≃ Coker(HTG∨[p],1 ⊗ 1).

By Lemma 4.4, they are killed by m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
and thus

m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
(ωG ⊗OK

OK̄) ⊆ Im(HTG∨ ⊗ 1) + p(ωG ⊗OK
OK̄).

Since w < 1, Lemma 4.5 implies that the OK̄-module Coker(HTG∨⊗1)

is killed by m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
.

On the other hand, we have a commutative diagram

G∨(OK̄)

��

HTG∨
// ωG ⊗OK

OK̄
//

��

ωG ⊗OK
OK̄,b

��
C∨n (OK̄)

HTC∨n// ωCn ⊗OK
OK̄

// ωCn ⊗OK
OK̄,b,

where the left vertical arrow is surjective. By a base change argument
using Theorem 7.1 (2), the first assertion implies that the right vertical
arrow is an isomorphism. Thus we have a surjection of OK̄-modules

Coker(HTG∨ ⊗ 1) ↠ Coker(HTG∨,b ⊗ 1) ≃ Coker(HTC∨
n ,b ⊗ 1)

and Coker(HTC∨
n ,b ⊗ 1) is also killed by m

⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
. This is equivalent

to the inclusion

m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
(ωCn ⊗OK

OK̄) ⊆ Im(HTC∨
n
⊗ 1) +m⩾b

K̄
(ωCn ⊗OK

OK̄).

Since w < (p−1)/pn, we have b > w/(p−1) and the proposition follows
from Lemma 4.5. □
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8. Canonical subgroups for Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian
varieties

Let p be a rational prime. Let F be a totally real number field of
degree g which is unramified over p. We denote its ring of integers
by OF and its different by DF . For any prime ideal p | p of OF , let
fp be the residue degree of p. Fix a complete discrete valuation field
K of mixed characteristic (0, p) with residue field k such that F ⊗K
splits completely. We denote by BF the set of embeddings F → K
and by Bp the subset consisting of embeddings which factor through
the completion Fp. Then we can identify Bp with Bfp . The set BF is
decomposed as

BF =
⨿
p|p

Bp.

Let N ≥ 4 be an integer with p ∤ N and c a non-zero fractional
ideal of F . Let S be a scheme over OK . A Hilbert-Blumenthal abelian
variety over S, which we abbreviate as HBAV, is a quadruple (A, ι, λ, ψ)
such that

• A is an abelian scheme over S of relative dimension g.
• ι : OF → EndS(A) is a ring homomorphism.
• λ is a c-polarization. Namely, λ : A ⊗OF

c ≃ A∨ is an iso-
morphism of abelian schemes to the dual abelian scheme A∨

compatible with OF -action such that the map

HomOF
(A,A∨) ≃ HomOF

(A,A⊗OF
c), f 7→ λ−1 ◦ f

induces an isomorphism of OF -modules with notion of posi-
tivity (PA,P+

A ) ≃ (c, c+). Here PA denotes the OF -module of
symmetric OF -homomorphisms from A to A∨, P+

A is the subset
of OF -linear polarizations, c

+ is the subset of totally positive el-
ements of c and any element γ ∈ c is identified with the element
(x 7→ x⊗ γ) of HomOF

(A,A⊗OF
c).

• ψ : D−1
F ⊗ µN → A is an OF -linear closed immersion of group

schemes, which we call a Γ00(N)-structure.

Note that for such data, the OS ⊗OF -module Lie(A) is locally free of
rank one [DP, Corollaire 2.9].

Let (A, ι, λ, ψ) be a HBAV over S with c-polarization λ and Γ00(N)-
structure ψ. Let a be an ideal of OF . The c-polarization λ defines a
perfect pairing

⟨−,−⟩ : A[a]× A[a]⊗OF
ca→ Gm

satisfying ⟨x, ax⊗ γ⟩ = 1 for any x ∈ A[a](T ) with any scheme T over
S, a ∈ OF and γ ∈ ca. Let H be a finite locally free closed subgroup
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scheme of A over S which is stable under the OF -action such that H
is isomorphic, etale locally on S, to the constant group scheme OF/a.
Then H is isotropic with respect to this pairing. Therefore, if we have
Im(ψ) ∩ H = 0 in addition, then we can define on A/H a natural
structure of a HBAV (A/H, ῑ, λ̄, ψ̄) with ca-polarization λ̄ [KL, §1.9].

Let L/K be an extension of complete valuation fields, L̄ an algebraic
closure of L and (A, ι, λ, ψ) a HBAV over OL. In this case, we say that
a finite flat closed OF -subgroup scheme H of A over OL is a-cyclic if
the OF -module H(OL̄) is isomorphic to OF/a. Since the generic fiber
of H is isotropic and any finite flat closed subgroup scheme of A over
OL is uniquely determined by its generic fiber, we see that H is also
isotropic. Thus, if (a, N) = 1, then we can define a structure of a
HBAV on A/H similarly.

For any HBAV (A, ι, λ, ψ) over S, the group scheme A[pn] is decom-
posed as

A[pn] =
⊕
p|p

A[pn]p =
⊕
p|p

A[pn]

according with the decomposition

OF ⊗ Zp =
∏
p|p

OFp .

If S = Spec(OL) with some extension L/K of complete valuation fields,
then each A[pn] is a truncated Barsotti-Tate group of level n, height 2fp
and dimension fp. Moreover, for any prime ideal p | p, the OFp-module
c⊗OF

OFp and the OF/p
nOF -module c/pnc are free of rank one. This

implies that, for any element x of c which generates the OF -module
c/pnc, the element pnx and the above pairing define isomorphisms

in : A[pn]→ A[pn]∨, in,p : A[p
n]→ A[pn]∨

such that in,p is OFp-alternating. Hence each A[pn] is an OFp-ADBTn

over OL. Moreover, in is OF -alternating, namely ⟨x, in(ax)⟩A[pn] = 1
for any x ∈ A[pn](OL̄) and a ∈ OF . For any β ∈ Bp, we put

Hdgβ(A) = Hdgβ(A[p]).

On the other hand, for any finite flat group scheme H over OL with
an OF -action, we have the decompositions

H =
⊕
p|p

Hp, ωH =
⊕
β∈BF

ωH,β

as above such that Hp is a finite flat closed subgroup scheme of H over
OL and ωH,β = ωHp,β for any β ∈ Bp. Since the i-th Hodge-Tate map
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HTi : H(OL̄) → ωH∨ ⊗OL
OL̄,i is OF -linear, it is also decomposed as

the direct sum of the maps

HTi =
⊕
p|p

HTHp,i, HTHp,i : Hp(OL̄)→ ωH∨
p
⊗OL

OL̄,i.

Now we can show the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 8.1. Let L/K be a finite extension in K̄. Let c be a non-zero
fractional ideal of F . Let A be a HBAV over OL with c-polarization.
Put wβ = Hdgβ(A) and w = max{wβ | β ∈ BF}. Suppose that

wβ + pwσ−1◦β < p2−n

holds for all β ∈ BF .
Suppose that k is perfect. For any prime ideal p | p, let Cn,p be the

canonical subgroup of the OFp-ADBTn A[p
n] of level n, which exists by

Theorem 7.1. The finite flat closed subgroup scheme

Cn(A) =
⊕
p|p

Cn,p

of A[pn] over OL is stable under the OF -action. We call Cn(A) the
canonical subgroup of A of level n. It satisfies

degβ(A[p
n]/Cn(A)) =

n−1∑
l=0

plwσ−l◦β

for any β ∈ BF and the OF/p
nOF -module Cn(A)(OK̄) is free of rank

one. The canonical subgroup Cn = Cn(A) also satisfies the following.

(1) Let A′ be a HBAV over OL satisfying the same condition on the
β-Hodge heights as above. Then any isomorphism of HBAV’s
j : A→ A′ over OL induces an isomorphism Cn(A) ≃ Cn(A′).

(2) Cn is compatible with finite base extension of complete discrete
valuation rings.

(3) Cn is isotropic with respect to the OF -alternating isomorphism
in : A[pn] ≃ A[pn]∨ defined by the c-polarization of A and any
element x ∈ c generating the OF -module c/pnc.

(4) The kernel of the n-th iterated Frobenius map of A[pn]×SL,1−pn−1w

coincides with Cn ×SL,1−pn−1w.
(5) The scheme-theoretic closure of Cn(OK̄)[p

i] in Cn is the canon-
ical subgroup Ci of level i of A[pi] for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Put b = n− w(pn − 1)/(p− 1). If w < (p− 1)/pn, then Cn = Cn(A)
also has the following properties:
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(6) Cn(OK̄) coincides with Ker(HTA[pn],i) for any rational number i
satisfying

n− 1 +
w

p− 1
< i ≤ b.

(7) Cn = A[pn]i for any rational number i satisfying

1

pn(p− 1)
≤ i ≤ 1

pn−1(p− 1)
− w

p− 1
.

(8) For any i ∈ vp(OL) satisfying i ≤ b, the natural map

ωA ⊗OL
OL,i → ωCn ⊗OL

OL,i

is an isomorphism.
(9) The cokernel of the map

HTC∨
n
⊗ 1 : C∨n (OK̄)⊗OK̄ → ωCn ⊗OL

OK̄

is killed by m
⩾w/(p−1)

K̄
.

(10) For any prime ideal p | p and any finite flat closed p-cyclic OF -
subgroup scheme H ̸= C1,p of A[p] over OL, the HBAV A/H has
the canonical subgroup Cn(A/H) of level n, which is equal to

(
⊕

q|p,q ̸=p

Cn,q)⊕ (p−1Cn−1,p/H).

Moreover, the natural map A→ A/H induces a map Cn(A)→
Cn(A/H) which is an isomorphism over L.

For the case where k is imperfect, the same statements hold if w <
(p− 1)/pn.

Proof. The assertion on degβ follows from that of Theorem 7.1, since
we have

degβ(A[p
n]/Cn(A)) = degβ(A[p

n]p/Cn,p)
for p | p satisfying β ∈ Bp. The assertion on the freeness follows
from Theorem 7.1 (5). The assertions (1), (2) and (5) also follow from
Theorem 7.1.

Let us show the assertion (3). Theorem 7.1 (3) implies that (A[pn]/Cn)∨
can be identified with the canonical subgroup of A[pn]∨. By Theorem
7.1 (1), the isomorphism in induces an isomorphism Cn ≃ (A[pn]/Cn)∨.
This shows the assertion (3). Put

wp = max{wβ | β ∈ Bp}.

Since we have 1 − pn−1w ≤ 1 − pn−1wp, the assertion (4) follows from
Theorem 7.1 (4).
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Suppose w < (p− 1)/pn. Then we have

n− 1 +
wp

p− 1
≤ n− 1 +

w

p− 1
< n− w(pn − 1)

p− 1
≤ n− wp(p

n − 1)

p− 1

for any p | p. Since the map HTA[pn],b is the direct sum of the maps

HTA[pn],b : A[p
n](OK̄)→ ωA[pn]∨ ⊗OL

OK̄,b,

Theorem 7.1 (7) implies the assertion (6). Since the formation of lower
ramification subgroups commutes with product, the assertion (7) fol-
lows from Theorem 7.1 (8). Similarly, the assertions (8) and (9) follow
from Proposition 7.4. Since we have the decomposition

(A/H)[pn] = (
⊕

q|p,q ̸=p

A[qn])⊕ p−nH/H,

Corollary 7.3 shows the assertion (10). The last assertion on the case
where k is imperfect follows from Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.4.
This concludes the proof. □
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